Three-dimensional analysis of caloric nystagmus in the rhesus monkey.
The aim of this study was to investigate whether caloric nystagmus contains response components that can be attributed to a stimulation of the vertical semicircular canals. Three dimensional eye movement recordings with a dual search coil technique revealed important horizontal, vertical and torsional nystagmus components following irrigation of the external ear canal with cold water in various head positions relative to gravity. Horizontal nystagmus components, i.e. lateral semicircular canal vectors, followed a cosine function of both the pitch and yaw angle of the head relative to gravity, confirming a mainly thermovective mechanism for stimulation of the horizontal canals. Vertical and torsional nystagmus components behaved differently following left and right ear irrigations. Right-left symmetrical vectors emerged only when the vertical and torsional components were transposed into vectors of single semicircular canal directions. The intensity of these vertical semicircular canal vectors as a function of the position of the corresponding canal relative to gravity, however, excludes important thermovective mechanisms acting at the vertical canals. It remains an open question whether these vertical canal vectors represent a non-thermovective caloric stimulation of vertical canal afferents.